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QUESTION 1
Which two statements are true regarding VMware vCloud Air? (Choose two.)
A. vCloud Air offers a new set of tools and applications, which can be integrated with the existing
data center.
B. vCloud Air is an extension of the software-defined data center.
C. vCloud Air allows administrators to move existing workloads to the cloud.
D. D.vCloud Air enables administrators to redesign their on-premises infrastructure with ease.
Answer: AC
Explanation:
https://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/vcloud-air/vcloud-air-Datasheet.pdf
QUESTION 2
Which three options are underlying networking technologies for vCloud Air? (Choose three.)
A. NSX
B. Private Virtual LAN
C. Virtual Extensile LAN
D. VMware vSphere
E. OpenFlow
Answer: BCD
QUESTION 3
Which two pieces of information must be specified while configuring VPNs in vCloud Air?
(Choose two.)
A. Firewall Information
B. Customer Information
C. Server-Side Information
D. Edge Gataway information
Answer: AC
Explanation:
http://vcloud.vmware.com/using-vcloud-air/tutorials/creating-an-ipsec-vpn
QUESTION 4
What are the three default networks than are configured to an Edge Gateway instance in a
vCloud Air environment?
A. Two isolated networks and one external network
B. One routed or gateway network, one isolated network, and one external network
C. One routed or gateway network and two external networks
D. One isolated network and two external networks
Answer: ABC
QUESTION 5
A consultant is training a group of administrators who are new to the company. One of the
administrators asks if the load balancer follows any specific algorithm for load balancing.
Which three network load balancing algorithms should the consultant say are supported in vCloud
Air? (Choose three.)
A. Fixed
B. Most Recently Used
C. Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
D. Round-Robin
E. IP Hash
Answer: BCE
QUESTION 6
How can you create network security policies on a gateway?
A. Using a set of pre-configured policies
B. Enabling Network Address Translation (NAT)
C. Applying access rules
D. Using firewall rules
Answer: B

QUESTION 7
In a vCloud environment, how many NSX Edge Gateway interfaces are reserved for connecting
to the external network?
A. One
B. Two
C. Four
D. Six
Answer: D
Explanation:
https://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/products/nsx/vmw-nsx-network-virtualization-design-guide.pdf
QUESTION 8
Which three statements represent features and functionality of the vCloud Air vSphere Client
Plug- In? (Choose three.)
A. Move workloads from vCloud Air to the on-premises datacenter.
B. View and administer Dedicated Cloud, Virtual Private Cloud, and Disaster Recovery resources on
vCloud Air.
C. Browse and modify cloud instances and manage inventory of virtual data centers, gateways, and
networks.
D. Deploy virtual machines using catalog templates and modify existing virtual machines.
E. Create new catalog templates and virtual machines.
Answer: ABD

